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   About the British Boarding Schools’ Network
With more than 25 years’ experience in international marketing and pupil recruitment, Suzanne Rowse founded the 
British Boarding Schools’ Network (BBSN) in 2006. The company is now the most highly regarded source of contacts, 
knowledge and support in the sector. 

BBSN is at the heart of the interdependent relationship between schools and educational agents and consultants; 
we are the Network that connects them together and, through this Network, thousands of international pupils have 
joined British boarding schools.

We feel privileged to be able to use the word ‘British’ in our company name, as, in 2017, we were granted approval 
by the UK government, having provided independent supporting views and evidence that the company is  
pre-eminent in its field.

   Our Values

Excellence – We advocate, and personally uphold, the 
highest standards of excellence in everything we do.

Customer-Focused – We strive to offer the very best 
services, support and value for money.

Compassionate – We go the extra mile to support and care 
for our diverse global community of members, partners and 
employees. We are sensitive to different cultures and treat 
everyone with equal respect.  

Leadership – We are leaders in our field and strive to be the 
most knowledgeable and dependable source of up-to-date 
intelligence for the boarding sector.

Innovative – We are forward-thinking, embrace change 
and continue to improve and develop the Network with 
passion.

Ethical – We put honesty, integrity and professionalism 
at the heart of all that we do, including our commitment 
to social responsibility.
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   Introducing the BBSN Agent Membership Programme
The British Boarding Schools’ Network (BBSN) is passionate about providing additional recognition for the vital role that our professional educational 
agents and consultants play in the placement of international pupils into British boarding schools. 

In October 2022 we formalised the work that we have been doing over the last 17 years to enhance our membership programme to: 

• provide BBSN agent members with a certificate and annually updated logo to evidence and promote that their company is approved by BBSN as a 
mark of professionalism, credibility and endorsement; 

• protect our agent members’ reputation and set them apart from competitor agents in this sector; 

• provide validity and evidence of rigorous quality assurance for our member schools and to the client families with whom our agent members work;  

• provide confidence to our member schools that they are working with high quality, reputable agencies, thus protecting their UKVI sponsor licence; 

• further recognise the commitment of long-standing members who are fully engaged with the Network, that we have really got to know and trust 
over time. 

Suzanne Rowse - Director
British Boarding Schools Network Ltd
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    Level 1: APPROVED AGENT STATUS
 

Membership is free of charge and is based on quality, integrity and shared values. 

The agent status refers to the company, rather than an individual, and does not apply to any sub-agents used by the company. 

Each year, every agent company will receive an email asking the Director/Owner or nominated Senior Representative to confirm that the company meets the 
above Membership Requirements, commits to uphold BBSN’s Code of Conduct and agrees to the Terms & Conditions of BBSN Membership. It is the responsibility of 
this named person to ensure that every member of staff within that company and its offices understands and upholds the BBSN Code of Conduct. 

On completion of this confirmation, the company will be able to access and use a BBSN Approved Agent certificate and logo. Please note that the BBSN certificates and logos 
cannot be used by sub-agents.certificates and logos cannot be used by sub-agents.

Membership Requirements

We require each member company to:  

• have high standards of professional and ethical behaviour (as outlined in the 
BBSN Code of Conduct - see page 7); 

• be actively working with British boarding schools to place students; 

• be open to collaboration with schools when they contact you to discuss a 
partnership; 

• visit the UK and the schools where you place pupils on a regular basis; 

• update your company profile and staff details on our portal at least once per year; 

• take part in our events, eg the British Boarding Schools’ Workshop and/or our 
Networking Days; 

• make use of the School Search facility and resources on the members’ portal; 

• ensure that your staff are properly trained and managed. Maintain staff 
professional development by joining training and webinars that BBSN provide; 

• keep in regular contact with BBSN by responding to update requests in a timely 
manner; 

• provide BBSN with a list containing a selection of schools where you have placed 
pupils, and schools that you have visited, when requested; 

• renew your commitment to abide by our Code of Conduct and Terms & 
Conditions every year in order to retain your membership and access the annually 
updated logo; 

• work towards Trusted & Approved Agent status after two years of membership.  

Ongoing monitoring:

• membership will be re-evaluated annually, based on the Membership 
Requirements; 

• your company references will be updated every 3-4 years; 

• agents who are not engaging with BBSN will have their membership suspended. 
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    Level 2: TRUSTED & APPROVED AGENT STATUS

Once agents have been in membership for at least two years, the company can apply for BBSN Trusted & Approved Agent status, provided that they meet the Additional 
Membership Requirements below. 

Trusted & Approved Agent status has been designed to further recognise the commitment of long-standing members who are fully engaged with the Network, that we have 
really got to know and trust over time. 

Additional Membership Requirements*:

• a representative from the company has attended the British Boarding Schools’ Workshop and/or Networking events and continues to attend at least once every two 
years (subject to availability at the event); 

    We require each member company to: 

• attend our online training and webinars at least once a year; 

• engage regularly with BBSN staff to provide in-country knowledge, news, updates and information for use in webinars to be shared with school members; 

• provide feedback on BBSN services and systems, when requested; 

• support BBSN by recommending new school and agent members; 

• be a supportive member of the BBSN community. 

BBSN will assist current member agencies with more than two years’ membership to work towards Trusted & Approved Agent status. These companies will then be 
able to access and use a BBSN Trusted & Approved Agent certificate and logo. 

* Please note that BBSN reserves the right to use its discretion depending on the size of the agency.
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   What does BBSN membership status mean?
Membership of BBSN is an acknowledgement that a company is professional and meets our strict quality assurance standards.

For agents it’s a mark of quality, giving school staff and client families the confidence to work with them. Many British boarding schools prefer to work only with BBSN agent 
members as they appreciate our rigorous vetting process. Agent members are proud to have earnt the right to be part of our high quality, exclusive Network, and it is an 
honour to be accepted. Membership is recognition of agents’ commitment and hard work in recruiting for, and representing, British boarding schools. 

For schools it provides reassurance of the high calibre of agents in our Network. Schools feel secure to work in partnership with our agent members, thus extending their 
international marketing reach and benefitting from their expert in-country knowledge. Schools benefit from working with the most professional agents to recruit and grow 
their numbers of high-quality international students that are a good fit for their school, thus saving time and money. Given the importance of international pupils to British 
boarding schools, it is vital they are working with carefully selected and vetted agents to protect their UKVI student sponsor licence.

For parents it offers comfort and reassurance that they are dealing with a professional company, which has been through a vetting process, and which they can trust to work 
in the best interests of their child.  

Schools and agents alike value the integrity of our Network. Agents cannot buy membership – there is a stringent vetting procedure (which includes triple-reference checks and 
an interview with a senior member of staff) and regular monitoring. We only grant membership to agents who meet our high standards and we do turn agents away or ask 
them to apply at a later date once they have more experience.

Our school has taken the decision to work only with BBSN agents because we know they have been 
carefully vetted, which we feel is important in order to protect our UKVI student sponsor licence.

Director of Admissions, member school

“ ”
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1. Agents will at all times conduct themselves with integrity and in a manner that 
reflects positively on the image of their profession as reliable and trustworthy 
members of BBSN. 

2. Agents will be totally transparent and open in their dealings with BBSN and UK 
partner schools. Agents will not knowingly provide or pass on false or misleading 
information.

3. Agents will not misrepresent the abilities, language skills and suitability of 
potential pupils to UK partner schools and will be honest when reporting 
information about themselves, their UK partner schools and potential pupils in 
published, written, verbal or any other form of communication. 

4. Agents will promote themselves and their UK partner schools in a professional 
and ethical manner and will avoid unfair or unprofessional practice which might 
damage the interests of other schools or agents. 

5. Agents will at all times act in the best interests of pupils or potential pupils as 
well as their UK partner schools. 

6. Agents will always operate within the laws, regulations and policies of the UK and 
the country of origin, particularly in regard to visa and immigration legislation. 

7. Agents will keep updated on changes in regulations in their own country and 
between their country and the UK, such as visa and immigration regulations and 
financial aspects relevant to the payment of fees.

8. Agents will not disclose any information about a school obtained via the portal 
to any other school. In the same way, schools will be asked not to disclose 
information about an agent to any other agent. 

9. Agents will place the quality and continuity of education of pupils above financial 
gain at all times ie agents will not encourage pupils to move school simply to gain 
extra commission. 

10. Agents will understand the importance of schools’ safeguarding and 
guardianship policies and assist parents to work with schools to ensure the 
wellbeing of pupils.

11. Agents will establish appropriate contractual arrangements (eg agency 
agreements) with UK partner schools on an individual basis. 

12. It is very much in the interests of agents and UK partner schools that a full and 
honest appraisal is given to partner schools about potential pupils including 
their strengths, weaknesses and co-curricular achievement. Equally, it is 
important that pupils are matched to schools after details of entry requirements, 
admissions processes, course content, fees, facilities and any other relevant 
matters have been made clear to parents. 

13. Agents will suggest a range of schools to a prospective pupil’s family, based on 
that pupil’s needs and requirements.

14. If instructed to supervise entrance tests, agents will at all times conduct entrance 
tests under examination conditions which adhere to the requirements of UK 
partner schools. 

15. BBSN will not advise on pupil placements, but expects agents and UK partner 
schools to work together to produce the best outcome for pupils. 

16. Agents will ensure that their company profile and information is kept up to date 
on the portal, including removing/updating staff contacts. Agents will check and 
update their company profile regularly and at least annually when they receive a 
reminder.

17. If agents make a significant change to their business, eg a change of company 
name or change of ownership, they are required to inform BBSN and undergo 
new reference and background checks.

18. Agents are required to inform BBSN if any litigation, investigation, inquiry or 
other legal or financial proceedings, including bankruptcy and insolvency, have 
been/are being made or threatened against the company or its representative in 
the UK or elsewhere.

19. Agents will limit the amount of marketing communications to schools via the 
portal to a reasonable amount, eg to promote events. This will be monitored. 

20. If agents have any concerns about a breach or potential breach of this Code, they 
should contact a member of the BBSN team. 

BBSN reserves the right to terminate its partnership with agents who they believe 
are not behaving in an ethical or professional manner. These agents will be removed 
from the Network, their membership will be revoked and access to the portal will be 
terminated.  

   Code of Conduct for Member Agents
This Code of Conduct is intended to assist agent members of the British Boarding Schools’ Network (BBSN) to achieve consistency, transparency and the highest  
professional standards in their dealings with UK partner schools, parents and pupils. BBSN expects all employees and sub-agents of a member agency who are involved 
in pupil placements to adhere to this Code of Conduct.

This Code of Conduct should be read alongside the BBSN Membership Terms & Conditions for Agents. (For future reference, both documents are also displayed on the BBSN 
portal.)
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1 Be connected 2 Be engaged 3 Be found 4 Be informed 5 Be supported

Have access to our 
members’ portal which 
contains a unique database 
and extensive search 
facility of 250 British 
boarding schools – saving 
consultants valuable time 
and providing reassurance 
about what each school 
offers.

Effectively build and develop 
school relationships via 
our members’ portal and 
networking events, including 
the popular biannual BBS 
Workshops – reducing 
costs and maximising ROI 
on overseas trips.

The agents’ database on 
our portal is a trusted ‘go-
to’ source for schools who 
are looking to build agent 
relationships – raising the 
company’s profile and 
increasing the number of 
agency agreements.

Easily keep up to date with 
what’s new in the wider UK 
education and boarding school 
sector via regular emails and 
webinars, including student 
visa and immigration updates  
– enabling agents to feel 
confident in their roles, make 
informed decisions, and 
provide correct information 
to families.

Our experienced team 
provide a confidential and 
supportive sounding-board, 
whilst the Network offers the 
chance to meet, collaborate 
with, and learn from a friendly 
community who are all 
facing the same challenges – 
improving staff wellbeing 
and giving them the 
confidence to do their job.

CONTACTS KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT

    The benefits of BBSN Membership
Our agents benefit from a free-of-charge comprehensive membership programme that combines the Contacts, Knowledge and Support that are needed for successful pupil 
placements into British boarding schools. 
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    Applying for Membership  
A fundamental principle of BBSN has always been the high quality of our agent members as we know that this is vital for schools who find agent partners via our services. 
Therefore, our vetting and selection process is thorough and carried out by experienced staff who are specialists in the sector. 

Our agent vetting process: 

• completion of a membership application form by the agency;

• evidence of company registration;

• background checks;

• three satisfactory references from education providers (preferably UK boarding schools), which are verified;

• an in-depth interview via Zoom with Suzanne Rowse, BBSN Director, plus one other member of the BBSN team.

Vetting is ongoing, and during the first year of membership additional training on our members’ portal is provided. Each company has a six-month review meeting to assess 
their progress as members, and further references are taken if required (eg when the company has less experience of working with UK boarding schools). 

We require our agent members to be able to demonstrate knowledge and experience of placing students into British boarding schools before joining the Network. We are 
happy to offer advice to new or less experienced agents on how they can build up their knowledge before applying for membership.

We reserve the right to defer membership until an agent is able to provide three references demonstrating the placement of pupils under their current company name.

If you have any questions about applying for membership, please email support@britishboarding.com.
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We will issue you (and any additional staff) with a 
login to the portal. We will ask you to check and add 
to your company profile to ensure that all fields are 
completed.

Complete and return the Membership Application 
Form https://britishboarding.com/agent-
membership

We will apply for your three references and 
carry out background checks.

Once references have been received, we will 
arrange a Zoom interview to find out more about 
your company and answer any questions you may 
have about our Network.

If we are satisfied with the above checks, 
and feel that there is mutual benefit in 
you joining our Network, we will offer you 
membership, free of charge. (If we feel that 
you do not have enough experience, we may 
ask you to contact us again once you have 
placed more pupils.)

We will set up your company profile and add 
additional staff users. We will ask you to confirm 
that your company meets our Membership 
Requirements, commits to uphold our Code of 
Conduct and agrees to the Terms & Conditions of 
BBSN membership.

Your company will be able to access and use 
a BBSN Approved Agent certificate and logo.

Step 

1
Step 

3
Step 

5
Step 

7

Step 
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Step 

4
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8 You can contact us at any stage for 
individual help and support, not just on 
using the portal but on anything relating to 
international recruitment and working with 
schools to support you in your role.

    Join our Network  
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British Boarding Schools Network Ltd
Telephone: +44 (0)1202 973 500
Email: support@britishboarding.com
www.britishboarding.com
Company Number: 05728330

Contacts • Knowledge • Support

   We look forward to receiving your Membership Application Form.

https://britishboarding.com
mailto:support%40britishboarding.com?subject=
https://britishboarding.com

